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1 Introduction 

The primary aim of the evaluation is to reveal and confirm the quality and the relevance of research 
performed at Norwegian higher education institutions (HEIs), and by the institute sector. For the life sciences 
area, research undertaken by regional health authorities and health trusts is also included. These institutions 
will henceforth be collectively referred to as research performing organisations (RPOs). The evaluation results 
will inform a process of developing a set of recommendations to the RPOs, the Research Council of Norway 
(RCN) and the concerned ministries. The results of the evaluation will also be disseminated for the benefit of 
potential students, users of research, and society at large. 

You have been invited to complete this self-assessment as a research group. The self-assessment contains 
questions regarding the group’s research- and innovation related activities and developments over the past 
10 years. All the submitted data will be evaluated by evaluation committees (for administrative units) and 
expert panels (for research groups). Please read through the whole document including all instructions before 
answering the questions to avoid overlaps. 

The whole self-assessment shall be written in English. 

Please use the following format when naming your document: name of the institution, name of the 
administrative unit and short name of the research group, e.g. UiO_FacBiosci_Short name of research group. 
Send it to the research group’s administrative unit before 1st of December 2022. 

For questions concerning the self-assessment or EVALNAT in general, please contact RCN’s evaluation 
secretariat at Technopolis Group: evalnat.questions@technopolis-group.com. 

Many thanks in advance!1  

1 Technopolis Group respects your privacy and is committed to protecting your personal data. 

All Technopolis Group employees are informed about data protection measures and security on the Internet. We use Microsoft's Office 
365 cloud solutions that enable us to control access to sensitive data for individual users, as we also benefit from their enterprise security 
levels. For each project, we assess the requirements for processing personal data and work with personal data controllers and the third 
part to agree on and use appropriate technical and organizational measures to handle personal data. 
For more information on how Technopolis Group handles data processing, see: http://www.technopolis-group.com/privacy-policy/ 

http://www.technopolis-group.com/privacy-policy/
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2 Self-assessment for research groups  

Guidelines for completing the self-assessment: 

•  Data on personnel should refer to reporting to DBH on 1 October 2021 for HEIs and to the yearly reporting 
for 2021 for the institute sector 

•  Other data should refer to 31 December 2021 if not specified otherwise 

•  Please read the entire self-assessment document before answering 

•  Provide information – provide documents and other relevant data or figures about the administrative unit, 
for example strategy and other planning documents, as well as data on R&D expenditure, sources of 
income and results and outcomes of research 

•  Describe – explain and present using contextual information about the research group (most often this 
includes filling out specific forms) and inform the reader about the research group 

•  Reflect – comment in a reflective and evaluative manner how the research group operates 

•  4000 characters including spaces equals one page  

 

2.1 Benchmark set by the administrative unit for this research group (1000–2000 characters) 
For the self-assessment the administrative unit needs to select an appropriate benchmark for each of its 
research groups in consultation with the group in question.  

•  For the administrative unit – present the benchmark for the research group. This benchmark can be a 
reference to an academic level of performance or to the group’s contributions to other institutional or 
sectoral purposes 

•  For the research group – describe how the group’s work contributes towards achieving the set benchmark 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Strategy, resources and organisation  

2.2.1 Research group’s organisation 

2.2.1.1 Describe the establishment and the development of the research group, including its leadership, 
researcher roles, the group’s role in researcher training and mobility and how research is organised 
(1000–3000 characters). 
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Form 1 List of personnel by categories2 
Instructions: Please provide a list of your personnel by categories. 

Position by category No. of researcher per category Share of women per category 

No. of researchers who are 
part of multiple (other) 
research groups at the 

administrative unit 

Number of 
personnel by 
position 

2.2.1.2 Describe the research group’s main goals, objectives and strategies to obtain these (e.g., plans for 
recruitment, internationalisation, collaboration with academic and non-academic actors) (500–2000 
characters). 

2.2.1.3 Reflect on the current interactions of the research group with other disciplines, non-academic 
stakeholders and the potential importance of these for the research (e.g., informing research 
question, access to competence, data and infrastructure, broadening the perspectives, short/long-
term relations) (500–1500 characters). 

2 A list of group members by 1 October 2021 should be attached to the document with: Title and name. 
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2.2.2 Research group’s resources 

2.2.2.1 Describe the funding portfolio of the research group the last five years (500–1500 characters). 
 How much of the group’s total budget is made up of competitive funding?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2.2.2 Describe the most important research infrastructures used by the group (500–1500 characters). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2.3 Describe the support the host institution provides to the research group (i.e., research infrastructure, 
access to databases, etc.) (500–1500 characters). 
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Form 2 List of running projects 
Instructions: Please select 5-10 projects you consider to be representative/the best of the work undertaken after 1 January 2011.  For 
each running project please use the following formatting: Name of project, Years active, Funding source, Total funding, Description (200–
1000 characters) including: project objectives, project activities, project outcomes (either planned or actual). 

No. Project details 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6 

  

7 

  

8 

  

9 

  

10 
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2.2.3 Relevance to the institution 

2.2.3.1 Describe the role of the research group within the organisation. Consider the group’s contribution 
towards the institutional strategies and objectives, cf. section 3.1 about benchmark (500–1500 
characters). 

2.3 Research quality and societal contribution 

2.3.1 Research group’s scientific quality 

2.3.1.1 Describe the research activities and the research profile of the group. Consider how the group’s 
work contributes to the wider research within the group’s field internationally and to the Norwegian 
research ecosystem (500–2000 characters). 

Form 3 List of research outputs 
Instructions: For each type of scientific output (scientific publications, prototypes, etc.) please select those outputs you consider to be 
representative/the best of the work undertaken by the group. 

Type of scientific output List of most relevant outputs 

Articles in peer reviewed scientific edited journals 
and conference proceedings (with URL or DOI) 
recognized as sientific publications accodring to the 
Norwegian Science Index (NVI). 

Defended doctoral theses 

Monographs/Scientific books 

Registered international patents 
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Prototypes, digital products 

Reports on research results from contract research or 
industry, non-governmental institutions, state and 
municipality institutions 

Form 4 Description of the research group's contribution to a selection of 5–10 publications. 
Instructions: Please select 5-10 publications from the last 5–10 years with emphasis on recent publications where group members have 
the role as principle investigator or corresponding author. If the publication is not openly available, it should be submitted as a pdf 
attached to the self-assessment. For each research publication please use the following formatting:  

Authors with group members highlighted (list the first three and then et. al.), Title of publication, Journal, Year, DOI, URL, Description (200–
1000 characters) of the research group's contribution to the publication with a focus on research idea, resources and research 
infrastructure, organisation and roles in the implementation; development of theoretical and experimental methods; modelling, data 
collection and analysis and preparation of the publication.  

No. Description of the research group's contribution to each selected publication 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

anderstranberg
Typewritten Text

anderstranberg
Typewritten Text

anderstranberg
Typewritten Text



10 

10 

2.3.1.2 Describe the place of the group in the international landscape within its field of research (500–1500 
characters). 

 Indicate the research groups considered the best in the group’s field, and those seen as aspirational. How do the group
compare to these leading groups? 

2.3.1.3 Reflect on what might be the threats and opportunities for developing and strengthening the 
research and the position of the group (500–1500 characters). 

2.3.2 Research group’s societal contribution 

2.3.2.1 Describe the societal impact of the group’s research. Consider contribution to economic, societal 
and cultural development in Norway and internationally (500–2000 characters). 
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Form 5 The research group's contribution to user-oriented publications, products (including patents, 
software etc.) or process innovations3 
Instructions: Please select 5–10 of your most important user-oriented publications or other products from the last 5–10 years with emphasis 
on recent publications/products. For each item, please use the following formatting: 

Name of publication/product, Date of publication/product, Link to the document, Description (200–1000 characters) of the research 
group's contribution to the publication or product with a focus on how the results matched the needs of the contractor (or relevant users) 
and how non-academic users have benefitted from the results (if known) OR description of product or process innovation including the 
research group's contribution to the product or process innovation with a focus on how the results matched the needs of the contractor 
(or relevant users) and how non-academic users have benefitted from the results (if known). 

No. Description of the research group's contribution to each item. 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

 

 
 

3 Product innovation: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Glossary:Product_innovation 

Process innovation: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Glossary:Process_innovation 
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2.3.2.2 Reflect on the importance of different types of knowledge transfer (500–1500 characters), such as:  
 User-oriented publications or products 

 Public and private services 

 Collaboration with non-academic partners (i.e., industry, public sector, third sector). You may refer to collaboration in running 
projects if relevant [Form 2 List of running projects] 

 Participation in public commissions and advisory groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for completing the self-assessment. 
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	Institution: University of Stavanger, UiS
	Administrative unit: Department of Mathematics and Physics, IMF
	Research group: Theoretical Subatomic Physics and Cosmology, TSPC
	Date: 1/12-2022
	Contact person: Anders Tranberg
	Contact details: anders.tranberg@uis.no
	2: 
	1: The benchmarks set for the Research Group follow from the Department strategy document. We indicate for each strategy point the subsections addressing the relevant activities of the group:Department goal:* The Department of Mathematics and Physics (IMF) will produce outstanding research and research-based education in mathematics and physics, thereby providing the workforce of the future with both broad and specialized knowledge and skills in the natural sciences.Overall strategy:* The IMF will provide a strong academic environment for excellent research in mathematics and physics at the Faculty of Science and Technology (FacST), that is attractive to students and researchers nationally and internationally, and contributes to an overall  strengthening of the faculty.Strategy in Research:* Conduct research to high international standards that is published in highly ranked international journals and that creates visibility and recognition nationally and internationally. (Form 2, Form 3, Form 4, 2.3.1.1, 2.3.1.2)* Strengthen and consolidate the existing academic groups.* Conduct research that supports the strategic goals of the FacST and the University of Stavanger (UiS), and contributes foundational skills and knowledge that drives and informs the research activities at the other departments at the faculty.* Continue to attract trend-setting international conferences to the department and increase the number of international and national workshops. (2.2.2.3, 2.3.1.1)Strategy in Researcher training:* Offer high-quality Ph.D. education in mathematics and physics, and have an average of at least 15 doctoral students with an average of four dissertations per year (over the entire Department). (2.2.2.1)Further information may be found in the Strategy documents, available from www.uis.no/en/about-uis/department-of-mathematics-and-physics/EVALNAT.
	2: 
	1: 
	1: Since the 2010 Research Council of Norway (RCN) National Evaluation of Physics, the activity at the UiS has undergone a complete transformation. * The Mathematics and Physics groups are now joined into a dedicated Department, which counts 23 permanent scientific staff and approximately the same number of Postdocs/Ph.D. students.* The department has established a dedicated 5-year Master program in Mathematics and Physics, a 5-year secondary education teacher program (Lektor) and a Ph.D. specialization in Mathematics and Physics. The Theoretical Subatomic Physics and Cosmology (TSPC) group shares teaching duties within these programs as well as courses for other programs at the faculty.* A structure of 6 research groups in Mathematics, Physics and Statistics has been established.* Of the 8 permanent staff in Physics and Mathematical Physics in 2010, 6 have retired and been replaced through 11 new appointments.* The TSPC group has grown from 4 to 9 permanent staff and from 0 to currently 12 postdocs and Ph.D.-students. * This has been achieved through a coherent hiring strategy, focusing only on scientific excellence and teaching ability. The permanent staff in the group are aged 36-46.* The number of publications (estimated through the HEP-Inspire database) has grown from 6/year (2008-2011) to 28/year (2018-2021).* The group has been highly successful in attracting competitive external and internal funding, primarily from the RCN: One Fripro/ToppForsk grant (2016), 3 Fripro/Romforsk grants (2018, 2019, 2022), 2 UiS-ToppForsk grants (2016, 2017), 1 Marie Curie Fellowship (2014).* The group regularly hosts guests, seminars, international workshops and major conference series. Ph.D.-students regularly attend Ph.D.-schools and visit international collaborators and partner institutions.* The TSPC group is strongly international (2 staff members are Norwegian, 7 are from other European countries). All have international career trajectories, with postdoctoral positions in multiple countries prior to joining the Stavanger group.* Research in the TSPC field is largely organized as small project  (< 6 equal authors) collaborations with individual scientists and groups locally, nationally and internationally. Exception are that some group members are part of the LISA and ET consortia, which counts hundreds of scientists worldwide.* The TSPC group has a flat hierarchy with permanent staff sharing teaching and administrative tasks equally, and all contributing to the decision making processes. The budget/administrative unit is the Department, and the Line Manager is the Head of Department.The Administrative Unit (IMF) is not evaluated as part of the Physics evaluation, but awaits the 2023-24 evaluation of the Mathematical sciences. A summary may be found here: www.uis.no/en/about-uis/department-of-mathematics-and-physics/EVALNAT.
	2: In education, the main goal of the TSPC group is to contribute to excellent research-based education in Physics and Mathematics at Ph.D., Master and Bachelor level, and at foundational level within the wider faculty education portfolio.In research, the main goal is to maintain the group as leading (top 1) in Norway in the field of Theoretical Subatomic Physics and Cosmology, and establish the group as among the leading in Europe (top 15) in the specialisation subjects A) and B) below.A) QCD at finite temperature and density (heavy Ion collisions, lattice field theory, perturbative QCD, effective theory for QCD, quantum dynamics, Neutron stars, QCD at finite chemical potential, numerical field theory methods)B) Cosmology and Gravitational waves (compact binaries, stochastic backgrounds, tests of gravity, properties of neutron stars, early Universe physics, phase transitions, inflation, Dark Matter, Cosmological models in extended gravity theories, mathematical foundations of extended gravity theories). An important connection between A) and B) concerns constraining the thermodynamical properties of QCD through observing gravitational waves from neutron star mergers.The group have additional research strands adjacent to topics A) and B) with interfaces towards condensed matter theory, numerical and statistical methods, differential geometry and group theory.The group have had a coherent recruitment strategy over the past 10 years, securing a chain of expertise spanning a broad research spectrum. A number of external and internal grants have funded Postdocs and Ph.D. students to further strengthen the research activity.  The generational staff turnover is now complete, and future growth of the group will seek to further strengthen the chain, based on the same hiring strategy. The group will continue to vigorously pursue external funding, now with increased emphasis on EU/ERC funding, where the group has so far not been as successful as for domestic grants.
	3: Understanding the fundamental buildings blocks, structure and history of the Universe is a global pursuit which impacts education, science and technology, and in turn philosophy, the arts and human society.The Stavanger TSPC group are part of the LISA and ET collaborations, and collaborate with colleagues at CERN, and as such operate in constant dialogue with experimental and technology colleagues on the implementation of search strategies and the interpretation of data. The group have in-house computing facilities and make use of the national and international supercomputing networks NOTUR and PRACE.The group are co-located with the Material Physics group and the Mathematics groups, with extensive collaboration in research and education. Collaboration also exists with the computer science, chemistry and teacher education departments on education, research and public dissemination activities.The group have an active interface with the local Culture and Arts community (through public dissemination), the secondary school education community (through the teacher education activity of the department), and contribute to the media coverage of major scientific discoveries (regional and national media). The group interact with the general public on many platforms, including school visits nationwide, exhibitions and popular lectures at museums, and digitally through YouTube events and an active Twitter profile. 

	2: 
	1: The group has attracted substantial funding from the RCN, notably in the "FRIPRO" scheme. The UiS also awards competitive Ph.D. and postdoc positions. Currently:* Fripro, 2022: Helena Kolesova (PI salary + 1 Ph.D. position from RCN).* Fripro/Romforsk, 2019: Germano Nardini (2 Ph.D. positions from RCN + 1 UiS postdoc).* Fripro, 2018: Alexander Rothkopf (1 Postdoc + 1 Ph.D. position + 1 UiS Ph.D.).The budget unit is the Department. The current staffing in the group consists of * 9 permanent staff (basis UiS funded)* 3 Postdocs (competitive funding, 2 external, 1 UiS).* 9 Ph.D. students (competitive funding, 4 external, 5 UiS).Other funding (travel, guests, ...) can be estimated at roughly 1MNOK. The funding breakdown in terms of positions is:Basis internal : Competitive internal : Competitive external --> 9 : 6 : 6  --> 42% : 29% : 29%.Including total cost, the group funding is approx. 30 MNOK/year, with 54% basis, 46% competitive.At the IMF, 23.2 FTE permanent staff positions are assigned to 43 lecture course units (10 ECTS or 5 ECTS) each year, as well as 20-30 thesis supervision units (at Ba and Ma level). The remaining work time is allocated to research work, including Ph.D. courses and supervision. Averaged over the IMF, teaching, research and administration counts for 44%, 40% and 16% of the total allocated time.
	2: The research activities of the group rely on the availability of:* Adequate amount of allocated research time.* Funding for Ph.D. students and Postdocs, external and internal.* Funding for travel, to conferences, schools and collaboration. Funding for hosting guests and regular seminar speakers.* Access to all the relevant scientific journals.*Access to the necessary scientific software.* High Performance computing resources locally (Faculty level computing cluster), nationally (NOTUR network), internationally and through partner institutions. * ESA/NASA through the participation in the LISA consortium.* CERN through collaboration, primarily with members of the theory group.* NPACT (Norwegian Particle, Astroparticle and Cosmology Theory network), for national collaboration on   --> Research projects,   --> Grant proposals,   --> Student supervision at Master and PhD level,   --> Evaluation of theses, exams.   --> Annual meetings giving in particular junior scientists opportunities to present their work.   --> Collaboration on organising international workshops and conferences. 
	3: The host institution supports the group through:* Permanent staff salary.* Adequate travel budget (Department level). * Funding for Ph.D. students (de facto 1 per year), (Faculty level).* Local computing cluster (some hundreds of CPU/GPU cores, adequate for code development and some production runs), (Faculty level).* Opportunity for research leave (2 semesters roughly every 6-7 years, subject to application), (Faculty level).* Direct access to the essential journals that the group members follow/publish in, (University level).* Access to essential software packages, (Faculty level).* Dedicated funding for guests, hosting seminars, of which some is explicitly allocated to the LISA activity, (Faculty level).* Financial, administrative, communication and logistical support for hosting major international conferences (SEWM, Confinement, XQCD), (Faculty level).* Administrative support and coaching during grant application development, in some cases including teaching commitment reduction (University level). The group has no experimental activity and does therefore not require laboratory resources. 

	3: 
	1: The TSPC group is a prime example of the academic diversification and the enhanced focus on research excellence that has characterized the University of Stavanger since 2005. The group's achievements are regularly promoted by the institution as part of its brand-building effort. The research and dissemination activity of the group (research output, publications, competitive grants, public dissemination) contributes to:* the University strategy item on promoting and providing lifelong learning.* the Faculty strategy item of promoting excellence in research.* the Department strategy through the Benchmarks described in 2.1.The group is embedded within the Department of Mathematics and Physics, within the Faculty of Science and Technology. The educational activity of the group consists of, in collaboration with the whole Department:* to provide a 5-year Master in Mathematics and Physics. * to provide a 5-year secondary education teacher degree.* to provide basic courses in Physics and Mathematics to all the engineering degree programs, as well as pre-engineering courses.The group therefore contribute to* the University strategy item on developing technology for sustainable and renewable energy sources, and * the University strategy item on promoting and providing lifelong learning. * the Faculty strategy item on promoting excellent education.* the Department strategy item on providing excellent research-based education in Mathematics and Physics.


	3: 
	1: 
	1: Research profile: As described in 2.2.1.2, the research activity in the group can be grouped into two overlapping main themes:A) QCD at finite temperature and density -- Rothkopf, Kurkela, Brauner, Tranberg, Larsen, KolesovaB) Gravity and Gravitational waves  -- Nardini, Nielsen, Kurkela, Hervik, deMedeiros, Svanes, Kolesova, AbediWithin these (broad) topics, the group is recognized as among the leading in Europe and competitive globally. Contribution to research field internationally: Since 2011, the group has published 194 papers in major peer-reviewed journals. The combined h-index is 48 and the average citation count 53. (Bibliometrics based on the Hep-Inspire database). See also CVs and bibliometrics on www.uis.no/en/about-uis/department-of-mathematics-and-physics/EVALNAT.International connections: Members of the group are part of the LISA and ET consortia, and active collaborations exist with colleagues worldwide (CERN, Brookhaven, UK, Finland, Austria, Germany, France, South Africa, Japan, China, US, Canada...). Contribution to research field internationally: Stavanger has (co-)hosted several major international conference series (SEWM2016, Confinement and the Hadron Spectrum 2021, 2022, XQCD 2022), and regularly hosts smaller specialist workshops. Nielsen is member of Einstein Telescope Observational Science Board (ET-OSB).Nardini is Co-chair of the LISA Cosmology Working Group, and member of LISA Science Core Group.Contribution to Norwegian research ecosystem: In 2017, the Stavanger group took the initiative to connect the entire Norwegian TSPC-community into the Norwegian Particle Astroparticle and Cosmology Theory network (NPACT). Stavanger has been host to 3 of the networks' annual workshops (https://npact.uis.no/). This has contributed to highlighting the importance and quality of TSPC-research nationally and locally at the home institutions. Collaboration exists with colleagues in Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim and Tromsø. 
	2: Theoretical Subatomic Physics and Cosmology (TSPC) is represented by excellent groups and individuals at thousands of institutions worldwide. The top level groups, in terms of both individual quality and size, belong to the major US and European Universities and research institutions (Princeton, MIT, Caltech, Cambridge, Oxford, CERN, ...). The structure, size, scope and focus of groups varies greatly, and any ranking will depend on how narrowly one defines subfields.TSPC is one of two focus areas in physics at the University of Stavanger. As described previously, the primary activities can be grouped into:A) QCD at finite temperature and density  -- Rothkopf, Kurkela, Brauner, Tranberg, LarsenB) Gravity and Gravitational waves -- Nardini, Nielsen, Kurkela, Tranberg, Hervik, deMedeiros, Svanes, Kolesova, AbediWe believe that it is reasonable to rank the Stavanger group:* In the broader field of TSPC: Leading in Norway (Top 1), among the leading in the Nordic countries (Top 5 after Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Jyväskylä). * Among the leading groups in Europe on subfield A) Top 10 and B) Top 15.* On the connection between subjects A) and B): Among the leading in the World (Top 10).
	3: Because of its moderate size, the UiS is unable to sustain internationally competitive groups in every academic field. Historically, the UiS has had a strong vocational profile, but has since 2005 diversified to encompass also the liberal arts perspective on education and research. At the FacST, this diversification is expressed through a more prominent role of the natural sciences and scientific excellence in the strategy. The Norwegian research funding system is currently under scrutiny and reorganisation. While more immediately applicable fields of research have dedicated funding calls from the RCN, all fundamental science is funded under one common "FRIPRO" scheme. Unfortunately, this scheme is the one primarily targeted by the government for financial cuts, threatening to further reduce access to funding. In addition, some RCN funding is tied up in non-competitive schemes favoring certain universities in Norway, to the detriment of emerging groups.The obvious avenue to pursue is a stronger focus on funding through EU/ERC schemes. But these processes take time and resources, which is a challenge given the current staffing of the group.The existence of the group relies on the educational activities at the department and faculty. Student recruitment is an issue, in part because the science and technology recruits globally and government plans to impose tuition fees for non-European students. This could seriously impact the student recruitment landscape. 

	2: 
	1: The short-term impact of fundamental science is a better understanding of the world and the Universe we live in. Although this has no immediate daily-life impact on the general public, we experience that the public are interested and eager to engage with the big questions of natural science. This is evident from the number of invitations we receive from highs-schools and other public and private institutions, to give lectures on cosmology and particle physics.  We also see that many students are motivated to study physics (and mathematics) by the fundamental questions in science. Although most continue on a professional career outside of academia, they will often choose to do their Master thesis on a topic in fundamental science, and continue to engage with the scientific discoveries of the day. Similarly, Ph.D.-students graduating from the group may continue their professional careers in academia, in time as permanent scientific staff, or choose to make use of their advanced computational and numerical skills in the broader society and industry. Fundamental science also inspires and informs philosophy, literature and the visual arts. Members of the group engage with the regional Culture community, the official University Culture body, and the Nordic Festival on Philosophy and Science. The group has contributed to several outreach events for the general public, online and in person (Pint of Science, Forskningsdagene, Forsker standup, Forsker Grand Prix, Kunnskapskanalen, NRK), including a dedicated exhibition on fundamental physics at the regional science museum (Vitenfabrikken) in 2016.The long-term impact of current fundamental science is difficult to predict. Experience shows that what is considered exotic and difficult to measure and manipulate today, may very well become everyday technology in the future. 
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